Abstract  The main purpose of this paper is to explain the absence of cremation sites within cemeteries of the Przeworsk and Wielbark communities in Great Poland – region located in western part of Poland. First of mentioned cultures existed there from the end of II century BC to the beginning of VI century AD (125/100 BC-500/510 AD). Second of them - the middle of the I century AD to 2nd half of the III century AD (40/50 AD-260/270 AD). Great Poland comprised part of Barbaricum, which was not very closely connected with the Roman Empire, but there is much evidence for contacts between those two regions. Based on current research connected with rites of passage observed in burial rituals of those communities, it seems obvious that cremation places – ustrina were located out of cemeteries and settlements in separated places near banks of the rivers, because they appertained to liminal zone. But busta located within necropolis were in fact graves and belonged to sacrum zone.
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1. Introduction

The present contribution proposes a hypothesis, based on knowledge derived from archaeological and anthropological evidence, aiming to explain the absence of cremation sites within cemeteries of the Przeworsk and Wielbark communities in Great Poland. Great Poland is located in western part of Poland and it borders to Brandenburg in eastern Germany (Figure 1).

The archaeological sites discussed below are all situated in the territory of Great Poland, but the Przeworsk culture cemeteries are concentrated mostly at south of this region and the Wielbark culture necropolis are concentrated in the north (Figure 2).
The Przeworsk culture, which is equated with the ancient Vandals, inhabited territories of Great Poland from the end of second century BC to the beginning of sixth century AD (125/100 BC - AD 500/510). The Wielbark communities which were with great probability the Goths, appeared in Great Poland in the middle of the first century AD and moved out to Black Sea territories in 2nd half of the third century AD (AD 40/50-AD 260/270). Both of them practised cremation of their deceased, but Wielbark culture populations also practised inhumation in nearly 50% of all burials [1].

It should be emphasised, that the phenomenon of absent cremation sites occurs frequently in the whole area inhabited by Przeworsk and Wielbark cultures communities, and, which is also of great significance, is recognisable in various regions of Europe and Asia as well. In contrast to the absence of cremation sites on cemeteries of both cultures, cremation burials are actually quite common. It seems that features that have been discovered in various necropolises and so far interpreted as ustrina must have played more complex role, something which has been suggested elsewhere in the literature on the subject [2,3].
The hypothesis discussed below aims to explore this possibility further, assuming that the sites where the body of the dead was transformed into ashes were located somewhere between the worlds of the living and the dead. They existed between sacrum and profanum, and it was exactly there where the climax of the rites of passage took place [4,5].

The above description perfectly fits the typical tripartite scheme of rites of passage [6]. According to this concept a cremation, and thus the place at which it took place (a pyre), were excluded from every-day and sacral lives. In a settlement the dead were isolated from the rest of the living, while at a cemetery the dead were welcomed by the deceased ancestors and re-integrated with the living [4,5]. These two stages were separated by a transition phase – a liminal state, the cremation process itself [7], leading to the creation of a new personality of the dead [5]. From that moment the dead became friendly and protective.

The above assumption explains and validates the absence of cremation sites, both in necropolises and within settlements, and consequently also the absence of recorded cremation sites in general. Such sites, most probably, were located far from, or at least separate from living areas as well as burial sites – out of the settlements and cemeteries, hence in the areas being located and excavated only by chance (such as those accompanying investments and constructions – [8]). Moreover such sites might also be very small and isolated, or leave only minimal archaeological trace that is unlikely to be detected by some survey techniques.

As yet, only few researchers have adopted this approach and interpreted the scarce number of cremation sites compared to the high number of cremation burials in the above suggested way. An interesting approach is represented by the work of Kempisty [9], who looked for analogies in burial rites of modern inhabitants of India. The other voice in the discussion comes from Jaskanis [10], who only went as far as noting the absence of cremation sites, but did not give further explanations.

It should be mentioned, however, that the phenomena described above, have been observed not only in Poland, but are known elsewhere and are widespread. Comparison might be drawn, for example, with some burial ceremonies of modern inhabitants of India. The other voice in the discussion comes from Jaskanis [10], who only went as far as noting the absence of cremation sites, but did not give further explanations.

It should be mentioned, however, that the phenomena described above, have been observed not only in Poland, but are known elsewhere and are widespread. Comparison might be drawn, for example, with some burial ceremonies of modern inhabitants of India. The other voice in the discussion comes from Jaskanis [10], who only went as far as noting the absence of cremation sites, but did not give further explanations.

The hypothesis discussed below aims to explore this possibility further, assuming that the sites where the body of the dead was transformed into ashes were located somewhere between the worlds of the living and the dead. They existed between sacrum and profanum, and it was exactly there where the climax of the rites of passage took place [4,5].

The above description perfectly fits the typical tripartite scheme of rites of passage [6]. According to this concept a cremation, and thus the place at which it took place (a pyre), were excluded from every-day and sacral lives. In a settlement the dead were isolated from the rest of the living, while at a cemetery the dead were welcomed by the deceased ancestors and re-integrated with the living [4,5]. These two stages were separated by a transition phase – a liminal state, the cremation process itself [7], leading to the creation of a new personality of the dead [5]. From that moment the dead became friendly and protective.

The above assumption explains and validates the absence of cremation sites, both in necropolises and within settlements, and consequently also the absence of recorded cremation sites in general. Such sites, most probably, were located far from, or at least separate from living areas as well as burial sites – out of the settlements and cemeteries, hence in the areas being located and excavated only by chance (such as those accompanying investments and constructions – [8]). Moreover such sites might also be very small and isolated, or leave only minimal archaeological trace that is unlikely to be detected by some survey techniques.

As yet, only few researchers have adopted this approach and interpreted the scarce number of cremation sites compared to the high number of cremation burials in the above suggested way. An interesting approach is represented by the work of Kempisty [9], who looked for analogies in burial rites of modern inhabitants of India. The other voice in the discussion comes from Jaskanis [10], who only went as far as noting the absence of cremation sites, but did not give further explanations.

It should be mentioned, however, that the phenomena described above, have been observed not only in Poland, but are known elsewhere and are widespread. Comparison might be drawn, for example, with some burial ceremonies of modern inhabitants of India. The other voice in the discussion comes from Jaskanis [10], who only went as far as noting the absence of cremation sites, but did not give further explanations.

The first information about busta comes from the second century AD. Roman grammarian Sextus Pompeius Festus described them as a place where the deceased is both burned and buried [18].

Therefore, the fill of a bustum burial should, in theory, contain a complete burned skeleton and also, crucially, grave goods [16]. Intentionally deposited grave goods seem the most important feature that differentiates both types of cremation sites from each other, although if the grave goods were scanty, a proper recognition and interpretation of the site may be a serious problem.

On the other hand, completeness of a cremated body is problematic, even though the amount of bones retrieved is expected to weigh, for one adult individual, between 1600-2000g [16,19,20], because in bustum burials with ditches (pyre sites with under-pyre pits) it was possible to monitor the cremation process – adding fuel, and hence increasing effectiveness of the cremation, which was reflected in the weight of burned bones.

Archaeological interpretations provide evidence in some opposition to that provided by anthropological data, proven also by experimental cremation of the human skeleton. What is more important, these experiments revealed that: “When the timber burned down and the pyre cooled down (…), it was not a problem to take out fragmented bones. It was easy to find even the smallest fragments of a skeleton…” [20]. The
same results of experiments were described by other researchers [19]. This observation contradicts assumptions that the absence of the parts of skeleton in a cinerary urn or a fill of a burial was caused by careless selection of its burned parts. It may be also assumed that picking up burned artefacts from the site of a fire could not have been a problem for the participants of the ceremony, and missing a big artefact, especially that such as a sword [21], was almost impossible! Then, it might be assumed that if the fill of the feature localised within the cemetery and described as an ustrinum included also grave goods and human bones, it is highly probable that it represented not an ustrinum but a burial localised at the cremation site, thus a bustum.

Of a great importance is also a deposition environment of cremated remains, because the chemical conditions of soil in which the cremated bones were burny could contributed time of their decomposition and in ending result absolutely vanishing [16].

Here, the evidence from Great Poland interpreted by their discoverers as cremation sites will be discussed: first those of the Przeworsk, then the Wielbark cultures. These features have been classified on the basis of the above definitions. Unfortunately, in many cases the available descriptions in published literature have been scarce or incomplete, which makes, for instance, their dating inaccurate. It should be emphasised, that the evidence from the two below discussed cultures, despite being of the same period, is very different. For Przeworsk communities there was plentiful evidence for cremation sites located in cemeteries, for Wielbark it was comparatively little. The most important is question concerns why that situation occurred and whether the answer might be found in further studies which take account of the problematic discussed above.

In the cemetery in Ciążeń, county Słupca, there have been recognised several features, 2 to 5m2 in size, sunken to a depth of about 0.8m, with a five-to-eight-centimetre-thick layer of burning. The bedrock was also burned. In some cases grave goods have been found [22]. Highly probably, according to the classification by Józefów [16], they might be interpreted as bustum burials with under-pyre pits or Grubenbusta [from German; [19]].

Much more difficult appears to be an interpretation of a feature discovered in Gronówko, county Leszno, described as “a level of charcoal and sherds of pottery”, by the author of the discovery and interpreted as a cremation site [23]. Unfortunately, as the description of the discovery is only fragmentary, its reinterpretation seems difficult. It is also possible that the feature might not have been connected with the cemetery at all.

“Typical” bustum burials were those covered by mounds – the Siedlemin-type barrows in Kapalica, Roszkowo and Siedlemin, county Jarocin. A pyre site in all these cases functioned also as a site of burial [24]. To stabilise the ground underneath the pyre its surface was leveled (barrow VI) and covered with clay, which became heated in the process of cremation and produced a kind of casting. Such a type of strongly fired construction 5 x 2.5-3m in size, was discovered under barrow I in Siedlemin [24]. Under barrow IV there was unearthed a circular area with the remains of a cremation layer of 3-5m in radius [24], while under barrow V a quadrilateral one, 5 x 4.5m in size was identified. The area to the N-E was also burned, which might suggest, as the author of the monograph does, that during the cremation an S-W wind was blowing [24]. Barrow VI has also provided similar observations [24]. There is no doubt that the discoveries described above should be interpreted, according to Józefów, as surface busta [16], known as Flächenbusta [19]. Their impressive size might have resulted from intentional parting of ashes [16].

In Konin, county loco, site B, there was a feature unearthed in the cemetery consisting of a layer of charcoal and burning, 25-30cm thick, with numerous sherds of pottery and 2 buckles [25]. According to its description, the feature might be interpreted as a bustum burial with under-pyre pit in Józefów’s classification [16] or Grubenbustum [19]. Although there were no cremated bones, their absence might have resulted from the conditions of a cremation process itself as well as from post-depositional processes.

Site 4 in Kuny, county Turek, provided researchers with a unique feature that has been interpreted by the author of the excavation and publication as an ustrinum. It was 2.73 x 2.22 x 0.87m in size, and its fill contained charcoal remains, ash, and 8 big stones. What is more, tens of burned sherds of pottery have been found, as well as numerous unique metal artefacts (shield grips and bosses, swords, sword scabbard fittings, spear- and arrowheads, shoes) and 10g of cremated human bones [21]. This description quite clearly suggests interpretation of the feature as a bustum burial with under-pyre pit, according to Józefów [16] or Grubenbustum [19]. Such an interpretation seems even more credible, as it has been verified in experimental cremations (see above).

In Młodzikowo, county ŚrodaWielkopolska, there have been shallow pits discovered up to 10 cm in depth, 2 x 1-1.5m in size, with the fill containing burned soil, sand, charcoal, a small number of cremated human bones, and pumice-like fragments of pottery. Such features were located between burials [26]. It seems that they also might be interpreted as bustum burials with under-pyre pits, by Józefów [16] or Grubenbustum [19]. Their depth was quite small, although it might have resulted from natural agents or subsequent intensive farming.

In Olbrachcie, county Wschowa, there have been numerous features unearthed, of non-defined use. At least two others have also been found, elongated, more than 2m long and 1m wide. Their fill contained a substantial amount of charcoal and several stones [27], as well as heated sand, which led to their interpretation as cremation sites. They might be also interpreted as bustum burials with under-pyre pits, by Józefów [16] or Grubenbustum [19].
its interpretation should be that of a surface bustum burial, according to Józefów’s classification [16], known as Flächenbusta [19] or, even more probable, as a complex of such features.

In Świerkówek, county Mogilno, there have been discovered 3 features, quite large, around 2m long and over 1m wide (with only one being 0.6m wide). Their bottom layers were burned and their fills consisted of humus, charcoal and small, quite often burned stones. It is worth emphasising that bone material was absent, while in two of these features fragments of burned pottery were found, and a ritually bent iron knife and an iron awl in the other [29]. It seems that even though no human remains have been found, still these discoveries might be interpreted as cremation sites. However, according to what has been said already, they should be most probably classified as busta rather than ustrina.

In the cemetery in Wymysłowo, county Gostyń, there have been 2 features recorded, interpreted as having been used in a cremation process. The first one, the original size of which is unknown, probably had a cobbled surface where sherds of pottery and fragments of charcoal were found. The second one, very large: 4.10 x 3.15m in size, was located in the neighborhood of the burial. It was built of stones that bear marks of high temperature environment, and between them there have been potsherds and numerous fragments of charcoal recorded. However, no marks of burning of the bedrock have been observed [30], which makes their connection with a cremation process rather questionable. However, the presence of burning does not necessarily mean the high and prolonged temperatures of a pyre. On the contrary, the absence of it does not necessarily mean no contact with fire.

Summing up, it might be said that in 7 cemeteries of the Przeworsk communities in Great Poland (of 212 excavated sites) there have been recorded features that might be described as bustum burials. Nonetheless, it is difficult to be more precise about their individual number and definition. It seems possible only to determine that at least 7 of them were surface bustum burials and more than ten had under-pyre pits. In two other mentioned cemeteries such classification of unearthed and de-scribed features, despite traces of burning, seems impossible in the light of doubts presented above.

When analysing the Wielbark culture materials it must be emphasised that the evidence is scarce as compared to that of the Przeworsk culture. Supposed cremation sites have been recorded only in 2 cemeteries.

Four cremation sites have been recorded in Brójce, county Międzyrzecz. They were large ditches, 2-3m long, 1-1.5m wide, and up to 0.6-0.7m deep. Their fills included numerous charcoals, singular fragments of pottery and bones (most probably burned?). In one of these features there has been half-burned timber found and the soil below was strongly burned (orange and red in colour). The structure was surrounded with 6 stones making a regular quadrangle. There might have been even more of them, but they were dispersed [31]. It seems that interpretation of all four features is obvious and they were typical bustum burials with under-pyre pits, according to Józefów [16] and Flächenbusta [19].

The last, quite doubtful, example of a cremation site comes from Słopanowo (burial 54). According to the description pro-vided by the author: “the pit was not clearly seen, either vertically, or horizontally”, and “the grave was found in an occupational level dating to the Roman period, and included, except for vessels and fibulae, several human bones, mixed up with fragments of charcoal” [32]. The mentioned settlement, however, had existed earlier than the cemetery under consideration [32]. It seems that what was interpreted as an “occidental level” in fact was an integral part of a stratified burial, and the context resulted from in-situ cremation – thus it would be a surface bustum burial, according to Józefów [16] or Flächenbusta [19].

To sum up the above evidence regarding the Wielbark culture in Great Poland it should be emphasised, as it has already been, that cremation sites, such as bustum burials have been recorded in 2 necropolises (of 112 excavated graveyards). They were 1 hypothetical surface features and 4 obvious bustum burials with under-pyre pits.

The absence of such features within numerous and well-explored cemeteries of the discussed group in Great Poland is the other argument proving the thesis of the existence of areas separated from necropolis and settlements – specially chosen places located elsewhere, where the process of cremation took place. But the most important was that human burned remains were not left there, but were deposited in urns and taken to cemetery by the mourners.

3. Conclusion

The situation observed in the Przeworsk and Wielbark cemeteries in Great Poland is polarised. On the one hand within a burial area existed cremation sites like surface bustum burials or these with under-pyre pits, which de facto were graves of people cremated in situ, and referred to the area of sacrum, in which they were deposited (necropolises). On the other hand, there have no ustrina been recorded in this area, also absent within settlements [2,8]. The other issue, widely discussed in the literature, is putting the pyre down with water [16,33,34]. This might throw some interesting light on the location of ustrina. In Great Poland, according to the results of research, the Przeworsk communities did not locate their cemeteries near water supplies – it was not an important characteristic [35]. Thus, if water seemed important in the cremation process and its presence near cemeteries was not, then there is only one alternative explanation – building ustrina on banks of the rivers (or lakes?). Such a possibility has been already suggested in the literature on the subject [8]. An important argument supporting such an interpretation was a disproportionately low number of cremation sites [2] compared to the number of cremation burials [8]. An extreme disproportion has been observed during research in Great Poland (of Przeworsk and...
Wielbark culture in total), where the number of the latter was 4744, while of the former only slightly more than 20 [1].

Another verification of the hypothesis comes from the analyses by Gorzkowska [8], who proved that the hearths discovered on site 34 in WólkaDomaniowska, county Radom, were in fact single cremation sites. The features (82) were located quite far from two settlements (170 and 320m), as well as cemeteries (250m). Moreover, they have been found on the former river bank as a result of its meandering. Especially important seems the fact that the number of “hearth” is very similar to the number of cremation burials discovered in the neighbouring necropolis. This discovery validates the above hypothesis concerning location of ustrina, at the same time illustrating how small is a chance to find such a site and to interpret it properly.

It should be also mentioned that such a location of ustrina, as well as analogues in Hindu rituals, might suggest a solution to a serious problem concerning burial rituals of the Przeworsk community in the Late Roman period. At that time (since about the half of the third century AD) was observed an abruptly decreasing number of cemeteries and burials of the “Przeworsk-type” recorded both in the area under consideration (Great Poland) and in the neighbouring territories – such as Silesia or central Poland [17,36,37,38,39]. The group might have changed their burial rituals into such a form that is not recorded in archaeological evidence [38,40,41]. Is it possible that cremation remains were thrown into the river on the banks of which the cremation ceremony took place.

It seems that the thesis presented in the introductory part of the article has been proved by both archaeological evidence, and anthropological observations. There have been found no ustrina within cemeteries, and they should not be expected there. They were constructed on the river banks, far from the eternal resting places. On the other hand, there are bustum burials discovered within necropolises. They throw a new light on their users, whether individuals or groups. They all had their right to be unique, which manifested in various styles, clothes … and even in the form and rite of a funeral. It seems possible then to suggest that bustum burials reflected some sort of a variety, differentiation from the common idea of the ustrina cremation. The idea might have been based on ethnic differences, meaning that there were strangers living in the Przeworsk or Wielbark communities, who followed their own rites of passage brought together with them. Such kind of a funerary rite and a burial might have been restricted for chosen ones only – someone playing an important social or ritual role. There is no one explanation, and to find it further research is required – more detailed analyses of stratification and structure of the past communities.
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